
University of Algiers, Algeria 

REMINDER: Please refer to the pre-requisites, scholar documents and partner university information sheets and the information provided on the application database before submitting an application. 

Programme Title Mobility Type Mobility Level Subject Code Description Start Date Duration Prerequisites Recommended Documents Programe Contact Person Programe Contact Person Email Department Programe Website Language

comparative law Exchange Mobility Doctorate 10.1 Comparative law is an academic study of separate legal systems By 31/12/2014 12 master in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html Arabic

Civil law  Exchange Mobility Doctorate 10.3

 A body of rules that delineate private rights and remedies, and govern 

disputes between individuals in such areas as contracts, property, and 

Family Law; distinct from criminal or public law

By 31/12/2014 12 master in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

 criminal law, criminology Exchange Mobility Doctorate 10.4

Criminal law is the body of law that relates to crime. It regulates social 

conduct and proscribes threatening, harming, or otherwise endangering 

the health, safety, and moral welfare of people.

By 31/12/2014 12 master in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

 International law Exchange Mobility Doctorate 10.2
International law is the set of rules generally regarded and accepted as 

binding in relations between states and between nations
By 31/12/2014 12 master in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

constitutional/public Law Exchange Mobility Doctorate 10.5

Constitutional law is the body of law which defines the relationship of 

different entities within a state, namely, the executive, the legislature, and 

the judiciary.

By 31/12/2014 12 master in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

Public Administration Exchange Mobility Doctorate 10.6

Administrative law is the body of law that governs the activities of 

administrative agencies of government. Government agency action can 

include rulemaking, adjudication, or the enforcement of a specific 

regulatory agenda. Administrative law is considered a branch of public 

By 31/12/2014 12 master in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

comparative law Exchange Mobility Master 10.1 Comparative law is an academic study of separate legal systems By 31/12/2014 12 undergraduate in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html Arabic

Civil law  Exchange Mobility Master 10.3

 A body of rules that delineate private rights and remedies, and govern 

disputes between individuals in such areas as contracts, property, and 

Family Law; distinct from criminal or public law

By 31/12/2014 12 undergraduate in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

criminal law, criminology Exchange Mobility Master 10.4

Criminal law is the body of law that relates to crime. It regulates social 

conduct and proscribes threatening, harming, or otherwise endangering 

the health, safety, and moral welfare of people.

By 31/12/2014 12 undergraduate in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

International law Exchange Mobility Master 10.2
International law is the set of rules generally regarded and accepted as 

binding in relations between states and between nations
By 31/12/2014 12 undergraduate in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

constitutional/public Law Exchange Mobility Master 10.5

Constitutional law is the body of law which defines the relationship of 

different entities within a state, namely, the executive, the legislature, and 

the judiciary.

By 31/12/2014 12 undergraduate in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

Public Administration Exchange Mobility Master 10.6

Administrative law is the body of law that governs the activities of 

administrative agencies of government. Government agency action can 

include rulemaking, adjudication, or the enforcement of a specific 

regulatory agenda. Administrative law is considered a branch of public 

By 31/12/2014 12 undergraduate in law, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Degree in law Professor WALID LAGGOUNE laggounewalid@yahoo.fr Faculty of Law http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/facultedroit.html                      Arabic

Medicine Exchange Mobility Doctorate 12.1

Medicine  is the field of applied science related to the art of healing by 

diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease.[1] It encompasses a 

variety of health care practices evolved to maintain and restore health by 

the prevention and treatment of illness in human beings.
By 31/12/2014 12 Doctorate in Medicine Sciences, French language requirement, Invitation letter Doctorate, Doctorate in Medicial sciences Professor BENALI ABDALLAH MAHMOUD drmahmoudbenali@yahoo.fr Faculty of Medicine http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/faculte-des-sciences-medicale.html French

Psychiatry and Clinical psychology Exchange Mobility Doctorate 12.2

Clinical Psychology is an integration of science, theory and clinical 

knowledge for the purpose of understanding, preventing, and relieving 

psychologically-based distress or dysfunction and to promote subjective 

well-being and personal development

By 31/12/2014 12 Doctorate in Medicine Sciences, French language requirement, Invitation letter Doctorate, Doctorate in Medicial sciences Professor BENALI ABDALLAH MAHMOUD drmahmoudbenali@yahoo.fr Faculty of Medicine http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/faculte-des-sciences-medicale.html French

Dentistry Exchange Mobility Doctorate 12.3

Dentistry is the branch of medicine that is involved in the study, diagnosis, 

prevention, and treatment of diseases, disorders and conditions of the oral 

cavity, the maxillofacial area and the adjacent and associated structures, 

and their impact on the human body

By 31/12/2014 12 Doctorate in Medicine Sciences, French language requirement, Invitation letter Doctorate, Doctorate in Medicial sciences Professor BENALI ABDALLAH MAHMOUD drmahmoudbenali@yahoo.fr Faculty of Medicine http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/faculte-des-sciences-medicale.html French

pharmacy Exchange Mobility Doctorate 12.5

Pharmacy is the science and technique of preparing and dispensing drugs 

and medicines. It is a health profession that links the health sciences with 

the chemical sciences and aims to ensure the safe and effective use of 

pharmaceutical drugs.

By 31/12/2014 12 Doctorate in Medicine Sciences, French language requirement, Invitation letter Doctorate, Doctorate in Medicial sciences Professor BENALI ABDALLAH MAHMOUD drmahmoudbenali@yahoo.fr Faculty of Medicine http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/faculte-des-sciences-medicale.html French

public Health Exchange Mobility Doctorate 12.7

Public health is "the science and art of preventing disease, prolonging life 

and promoting health through the organized efforts and informed choices 

of society, organizations, public and private, communities and individuals."

By 31/12/2014 12 Doctorate in Medicine Sciences, French language requirement, Invitation letter Doctorate, Doctorate in Medicial sciences Professor BENALI ABDALLAH MAHMOUD drmahmoudbenali@yahoo.fr Faculty of Medicine http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/faculte-des-sciences-medicale.html French

Natural Sciences Exchange Mobility Doctorate 12.9

The natural sciences are those branches of science that seek to elucidate 

the rules that govern the natural world through scientific methods, the 

cornerstone of which are measured by quantitative data.

By 31/12/2014 12 Doctorate in Medicine Sciences, French language requirement, Invitation letter Doctorate, Doctorate in Medicial sciences Professor BENALI ABDALLAH MAHMOUD drmahmoudbenali@yahoo.fr Faculty of Medicine http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/faculte-des-sciences-medicale.html French

legislation  and law Exchange Mobility Doctorate 16.9

Legislation is a law which has been promulgated (or "enacted") by a 

legislature or other governing body, or the process of making it. (Another 

source of law is judge-made law or case law.) Before an item of legislation 

becomes law it may be known as a bill, and may be broadly referred to as 

"legislation" while it remains under consideration to distinguish it from 

other business

By 31/12/2014 12 master in Islamic sciences, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Doctorate, Doctorate in Medicial sciences Professor YOUCEF HOCINE / Professor MESSADI MESSADI ammam65@gmail.com/ ihocine@hotmail.com Faculty of Islamic Sciences http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/sciencesislamiques.html Arabic

Doctrines and Religions Exchange Mobility Doctorate 16.9

Doctrine is a codification of beliefs or a body of teachings or instructions, 

taught principles or positions, as the body of teachings in a branch of 

knowledge or belief system. The Greek analogue is the etymology of 

catechism.
By 31/12/2014 12 master in Islamic sciences, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Master in Islamic Sciences Professor YOUCEF HOCINE / Professor MESSADI MESSADI ammam65@gmail.com/ ihocine@hotmail.com Faculty of Islamic Sciences http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/sciencesislamiques.html Arabic

Arabic Language and Islamic Civilisation Exchange Mobility Doctorate 16.9
Islamic culture is a term primarily used in secular academia to describe the 

cultural practices common to historically Islamic peoples
By 31/12/2014 12 master in Islamic sciences, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter Master in Islamic Sciences Professor YOUCEF HOCINE / Professor MESSADI MESSADI ammam65@gmail.com/ ihocine@hotmail.com Faculty of Islamic Sciences http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/sciencesislamiques.html Arabic

legislation  and law Exchange Mobility Doctorate 16.9

Legislation is a law which has been promulgated (or "enacted") by a 

legislature or other governing body, or the process of making it. (Another 

source of law is judge-made law or case law.) Before an item of legislation 

becomes law it may be known as a bill, and may be broadly referred to as 

"legislation" while it remains under consideration to distinguish it from 

other business

By 31/12/2014 12 undergraduate in Islamic sciences, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter undergraduate in Islamic Sciences Professor YOUCEF HOCINE / Professor MESSADI MESSADI ammam65@gmail.com/ ihocine@hotmail.com Faculty of Islamic Sciences http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/sciencesislamiques.html Arabic

Doctrines and Religions Exchange Mobility Doctorate 16.9

Doctrine is a codification of beliefs or a body of teachings or instructions, 

taught principles or positions, as the body of teachings in a branch of 

knowledge or belief system. The Greek analogue is the etymology of 

catechism.
By 31/12/2014 1 semester to 24 Months undergraduate in Islamic sciences, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter undergraduate in Islamic Sciences Professor YOUCEF HOCINE / Professor MESSADI MESSADI ammam65@gmail.com/ ihocine@hotmail.com Faculty of Islamic Sciences http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/sciencesislamiques.html Arabic

Arabic Language and Islamic Civilisation Exchange Mobility Doctorate 16.9
Islamic culture is a term primarily used in secular academia to describe the 

cultural practices common to historically Islamic peoples
By 31/12/2014 1 semester to 24 Months undergraduate in Islamic sciences, Arabic language requirement, Invitation letter undergraduate in Islamic Sciences Professor YOUCEF HOCINE / Professor MESSADI MESSADI ammam65@gmail.com/ ihocine@hotmail.com Faculty of Islamic Sciences http://www.univ-alger.dz/index.php/sciencesislamiques.html Arabic
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